
Potential Theory

2nd part



Outlines

Spherical systems:

- Circular speed, circular velocity, circular frequency, escape speed, 
potential energy

Examples of spherical models:

- “Potential based” models
- “Density based” models

Axisymmetric models for disk galaxies

- “Potential based” models
- Potential of flattened systems
- Potential of infinite thin (razor-thin) disks
- Potential of spheroidal shells (homoeoids)
- Potential of infinite thin (razor-thin) disks from homoeoids



 



 



 



 



Spherical systems : 
useful relations

Poisson in spherical coordinates

Mass inside a radius r

Potential in spherical coordinates

Gradient of the potential in spherical coordinates



Potential Theory

Spherical Systems



Examples of 
Spherical models 

“Potential based” 
models 



Point mass



Plummer model

● Globular clusters, dwarf spheroidal galaxies 



Isochrone potential



Isochrone potential

Orbits are analytical !



Examples of 
Spherical models 

“Density based” 
models 



Homogeneous sphere

Harmonic oscillator !



Isothermal sphere

● often used for gravitational lens models
● But !

● diverge towards the centre !
● infinite mass !



● Avoid the central divergence of the isothermal sphere
● However, the mass is still not bounded

Pseudo-isothermal sphere



Pseudo-isothermal sphere

● Avoid the central divergence of the isothermal sphere
● However, the mass is still not bounded



Generic two power density 
models

● globular clusters

● bulges, elliptic. gal.

● dark haloes

● elliptic. galaxies

● diverges at the center



Generic two power density model

● diverges !! 





NFW (Navarro, Frenk & White 1995, 1996)

● Density profile that fit dark matter haloes formed in LCDM numerical simulations



NFW (Navarro, Frenk & White 1995, 1996)

Springel et al. 2008

Navarro et al. 1995



Einasto model

● Alternative to NFW



Spherical systems model comparison



Potential Theory

 Axisymmetric models for 
disk galaxies



Examples of 
axisymmetric models 

“Potential based” 
models 



Kuzmin disk

Comparison with Plummer:

Kuzmin 1956





Kuzmin disk

Infinitely thin disk 

Plummer based model

Equivalent to the Plummer model

Kuzmin 1956



Kuzmin disk



Miyamoto-Nagai potential

b=0 → Kuzmin

Equivalent to the Plummer model

Miyamoto & Nagai 1975

Better parametrisation : 
Revaz & Pfenniger 2004 



Miyamoto-Nagai potential



Miyamoto-Nagai potential



Miyamoto-Nagai potential



Miyamoto-Nagai potential

Circular velocity rotation curve

Miyamoto & Nagai 1975



Miyamoto-Nagai potential

Circular velocity rotation curve

Miyamoto & Nagai 1975



Miyamoto-Nagai potential

Circular velocity rotation curve

Miyamoto & Nagai 1975



Logarithmic potential

● does not depends on q
● flat rotation curve at large radius

● negative for



Logarithmic potential



Logarithmic potential

density



Logarithmic potential



Logarithmic potential

density



Logarithmic potential



Logarithmic potential

density



Logarithmic potential
Circular velocity rotation curve



Potential Theory

 The potential of flattened 
systems









Potential Theory

 The potential of infinite thin 
(razor-thin) disks













Potential Theory

 The potential of spheroidal 
shells (homoeoids)













Demonstration



Demonstration



Demonstration



Demonstration



Demonstration



Demonstration



Demonstration



Demonstration



Newton’s Theorems

Newton’s third theorem:

● A mass that is inside a homoeoid experiences no net gravitational 
force from the homoeoid.

Homoeoid theorem:

● The exterior iso-potential surfaces of a thin homoeoid are the 
spheroids that are confocal with the shell itself. Inside the shell, the 
potential is constant.



potential of homoeoids



Potential Theory

 The potential of infinite thin 
(razor-thin) disks from 

homoeoids













Exponential disk

The integral in the razor-thin potential equation is then:

The potential:

The circular velocity:
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Exponential disk

Circular velocity rotation curve



Exponential disk

Potential



Mestel disk

Computing the cumulative mass:

we get:

This is very specific to the Mestel disk…
In general the external mass matter.

“2D” version of the Isothermal sphere



The End
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